Time, measurement, & money (K-1)
Word-family map

day

today
today's
birthday
holiday
workday
nowadays
present-day
day-to-day

days
day's
days'

yesterday
midday

daily
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Time, measurement, & money (K-1)
Word-family map

- speed
  - speeds
  - speeding
  - speeded
  - sped

- high-speed

- speedy
  - speedily
Time, measurement, & money (K-1)
Word-family map

daytime
nighttime
noontime
lunchtime
 suppertime
bedtime
springtime
wintertime
summertime
 anytime
 peacetime
wartime
lifetime
pastime
 old-time
full-time
part-time

times
 timed
timing

 overtime
untimed
untimely

timer
 timely
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Time, measurement, & money (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

On the Mound lived the Killburn people, whose youngest son was the same age as M.C. (Higgins the Great)

Because the people from long ago used stones to make tools, scientists have called this time "The Stone Age." (The Stone Age)

age

how old someone or something is (n)

"That's my name, Kathy Wilson. See, it's right there, on the paper," she said. "Too young? Well, I may look too young, but my age is on the license." (When I first met Kathy)

For millions of years, Antarctica, the fifth largest continent, has been in... an ice age. (Antarctic journal)

a very long period of time on Earth (n)
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Time, measurement, & money (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

- **spring**: The place where a river begins is called its source. Lakes and springs can be sources of rivers. (Follow a river)

- **the time between winter and summer (n)**

- **spring**: a place where water comes up out of the ground and makes a river or lake (n)

- **People from New York play soccer and baseball outside in the spring and summer. (Zone in on your climate)**

- **While they were eating I walked down to a spring and filled the bucket with cool water. (Where the red fern grows)**
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